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I am currently a college student and I have been writing poetry since I could pick
up a pencil. I also love to write fanfiction and stories about just about anything!
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A Galaxy Divided
 
A galaxy divided
 
By a never ending war
 
The foundation of democracy
 
Shaken to its core
 
Amidst the growing Empire
 
Lies the spread of greed and sin
 
The hopes and dreams of countless lives
 
Are scattered to the wind
 
As the constant battle wages on
 
There seems no end in sight
 
However, more courageous souls
 
Step up and join the fight
 
The strong push on and face their fears
 
The weak drown in their fallen tears
 
The good look out for everyone else
 
The bad only care about themselves
 
There may be enemies and allies
 
But there are no sides in war
 
For honor, peace, and happiness
 
Is what we're fighting for
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Beyond A Distant Star
 
An image from the distant past sits inside a frame
Two happy people smiling and dancing in the rain
I look into the shining eyes of whom I'll never see or hear
The one's who gave me life
And washed away my fear
If only they could see me now
I think they would be proud
The only silver lining on a dark and painful cloud
I never got to know them
For when they died, I was so young
They fought and sacrificed their lives to save their only son
But, I know someday I'll see them again
When my time has come
And we will be a family
Me, my father, and my mum
Until the day we meet again, they watch me from afar
They keep me safe and happy
From beyond a distant star
 
Elizabeth Ungemach
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Broken Mirror
 
I never saw the crack of dawn
 
I never heard a single song
 
I never fought a single fight
 
I never slept a single night
 
I never felt another hand
 
Or laid upon the sun-warmed sand
 
I never cried a single tear
 
Of sorrow, sadness, joy, or fear
 
I never really made it here
 
Though reasons may seem quite unclear
 
For when the start of a new life grew near
 
I came upon a broken mirror
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Despair
 
My world crumbles down around me
It all just falls apart
My spirit has been broken
As has my aching heart
And I feel as though reality and I are worlds apart
 
What others see as color
I see only shades of grey
I don’t feel as if I’m living
Just existing day to day
 
When others see a rainbow
I only see the sky
When other see the truth
I only see a lie
 
I try to force a smile
For behind it, I can hide
If only people knew the pain
I carry deep inside
 
Elizabeth Ungemach
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Forever In My Heart
 
Every time I close my eyes
I see your precious face
Your sparkling eyes
So much like mine
You are perfect in every way
When I held you in my arms
I never wanted it to end
And the pain of giving you away
Is a wound that time could never mend
I dream about the day
That our paths shall cross again
And we can talk about the things we've seen
And all the places that we've been
I have never stopped loving you
And I never, ever will
And there is a hole within my heart and soul
That only you can fill
I will think about you every day
Although we may be worlds apart
And as long as I shall live
You will be forever in my heart
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Galapagos
 
Born of fire
Died of stone
Across the ocean waves they roam
Taking with them life and land
With beaches dawned of pure white sand
Their mountains steam
They grounds shall quake
As burning rivers change their shape
The move along so very slightly
And disappear beneath the sea
But as fire erupts beneath the ocean
These majestic isles shall rise again
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Irrelevant
 
Look around… what do you see?
A clear, blue lake?
A willow tree
You might just spot a soaring eagle flying high and free
Or maybe just a simple finch chirping loud with glee
Perhaps you see a picture in the floating clouds above
While listening to the soft and peaceful singing of a dove
These are things we take for granted each and every day
Doing anything we please and always getting our own way
Take a moment… close your eyes… and think of all you own
Nice clothes, a car, a cell phone, a computer, and a home
You may have a beloved pet that keeps you warm at night
Who loves and comforts you and lets you know that it’s all right
But most off all you have a family, no matter how big or small
People who look out for you and catch you when you fall
This is the true gift in life
Not something you can buy
It’s the only thing you’re born with
And take with you when you die
As they say: “The greatest things in life and free and heaven sent”
And all material possessions are just… irrelevant
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Judgement Day
 
A wind as still as night
A shadow lurks below
The ground… it is alive
It’s blood, a molten flow
It sleeps beneath the crust
As it has for so very long
Waiting to erupt
Like a ticking nuclear bomb
The world above, so peaceful
Beauty at it’s best
For 650,000 years
It lies below and rests
The end of days draws near
With every second that goes by
Our hearts and minds are filled with fear
As we prepare to say “goodbye”
We see our world begin to melt
One glacier at a time
We lie to others and ourselves
That everything is fine
We see it in the movies: a giant piece of rock
Bearing down on precious Earth
Though fiction… it is not
Possible it is for an asteroid to strike
Elusive and aggressive
It might soon be in our sight
Yet although very possible theses scenarios may be…
Our planets true demise
Is the hands of you and me
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Little Warrior
 
Impressive little warrior
With your striking eyes of blue
Your never cease to amaze me
And I'm very proud of you
As time has passed
I've watched you grow
And taught you everything I know
You've come so far since we first met
All those years ago
****
I just can't help but smile
As you show me all you've learned
You always rise to the occasion
And my respect you've earned
Your eyes sparkle with every challenge
Shine with every test
Your something special
Smart and brave
Ahead of all the rest
****
You've grown on me, little one
The truth, without a doubt
Although it wasn't my idea
I'm sure glad that it worked out
For I've learned a lot from you as well
My fearless Padawan
You have helped me understand the power of a Master/student bond
You taught me things about myself
That I didn't even know
But the most important thing I've learned
Is how to let you go
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Planet Earth
 
The sun lit world above
The dark abyss below
From the warmest ray of light
To the coldest flake of snow
In spectacular abundance
Life flourishes all around
From the birds up in the sky
To those of us on the ground
From the deepest ocean trenches
To the highest peaks above
From the largest predator
To the small and gentle dove
There are elements we fear
And elements we praise
We see cold and rainy nights
As well as bright and sunny days
Our Earth is big and beautiful
And wondrous in every way
So step outside…
Look around…
And cherish every day
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Tired Of It All
 
I’m tired of the loneliness
I’m tired of the pain
And having everything to lose
And nothing left to gain
I’m tired of all the greed
And all the problems that it brings
I’m tired of always wondering
Just why the caged bird sings
I’m tired of all the wars
And all the suffering they cause
I’m tired of having to obey
And endless list of laws
I’m tired of all the uncertainty
That comes with every day
I’m tired of always feeling lost
Unable to find my way
I long for peace and happiness
And knowing I am loved
I long to be an angel in the floating clouds above
I’m tired of existing
And I’m tired of this plight
So when my time comes
I plan on going down without a fight
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